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Tentative Rulings
May 15, 2023
Department 9
1:30 p.m.

****PLEASE NOTE ALL GUARDIANSHIP MATTERS ARE
NOW HEARD IN DEPARTMENT 9****

NOTICE TO ALL GUARDIANS AND PETITIONERS: Due to
COVID-19, phone appearances are approved by the Court and highly
recommended. Further, the Court’s Self Help Center is available by
phone and email to assist Guardians and Petitioners. The Self Help
Center does not provide assistance with Guardianships of the Estate.
Please see the Court’s website for updated information and contact
information for the Court’s Self Help Center.

Appearances will be by telephone through WebEx unless otherwise
specifically ordered by the court. To appear through WebEx, please
follow these instructions:

Call 1-(844) 517-1271 between 1:20 – 1:30 p.m.
The access code is 1464798527
There is no attendee ID number, so just follow verbal instructions for
prompt.

Once you have gained access, wait for the court to start the calendar.
Please follow these instructions once a calendar is called:

1. please mute your telephone until your case is called;
2. please do not place the call on hold;
3. minimize all background noise during your call;
4. please identify yourself, each time, prior to speaking with the

court;
5. disconnect when the court has completed your case or cases;
6. the court prohibits the recording of these proceedings.
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ANNUAL REVIEWS

GUARDIANSHIP OF EVELYNN ADAMS
Case Number: CVPG19-0030095
This matter is on calendar for Annual Review. The annual Confidential Guardianship Status
Report has been submitted and accepted. No appearance is necessary. Annual review set for
May 13, 2024, at 1:30 in Department 9.

GUARDIANSHIP OF ALEXZANDRIA CROSSMAN
Case Number: CVPG19-0029933
This matter is on calendar for Annual Review. The annual Confidential Guardianship Status
Report has been submitted and accepted. No appearance is necessary. Annual review set for
May 13, 2024, at 1:30 in Department 9.

GUARDIANSHIP OF KIRA CUMMINS
Case Number: CVPG20-0030463
This matter is on calendar for Annual Review. The annual Confidential Guardianship Status
Report has not been submitted. The Guardian is ORDERED to appear at today’s hearing and
submit the Annual Status Report at the time of the hearing. Failure to do so may result in
the issuance of an Order to Show Cause why Monetary Sanctions in the amount of $250.00
should not be ordered for violating the Court’s order to appear and to file the report.

GUARDIANSHIP OF ALEXIS AND SAMANTHA KNIGHT
Case Number: CVPG19-0029938This matter is on calendar for Annual Review.
The annual Confidential Guardianship Status Report has not been submitted. The Guardian is
ORDERED to appear at today’s hearing and submit the Annual Status Report at the time
of the hearing. Failure to do so may result in the issuance of an Order to Show Cause why
Monetary Sanctions in the amount of $250.00 should not be ordered for violating the Court’s
order to appear and to file the report.

GUARDIANSHIPS
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GUARDIANSHIP OF SAVANNAH ADAMS
Case Number: 22PG-0031739
This matter is on calendar for resetting of trial date. An appearance is necessary on today’s
calendar to set this matter for trial.

GUARDIANSHIP OF MALIA BRYANT
Case Number: 22PG-0031851
This matter is on calendar for confirmation of counsel and further proceedings on competing
petitions for appointment of guardian of the person of minor Malia Bryant. The first petition was
filed by non-relative Valerie Doyle. Letters of Temporary Guardianship issued to Ms. Doyle on
December 20, 2022. The Temporary Guardianship’s powers are set to expire today unless further
extended. The second petition was filed by the minor’s paternal grandparents Shirley and Earl
Bryant. The Karuk Tribe has advised the Court that the child is not a member, and is not eligible
for membership.

Doyle Petition: The mother, father, and maternal grandparents have not been served. The parents
must be personally served. (The proof of personal service on the mother filed March 8, 2023 was
not completed. An amended proof of service can be filed.) The grandparents may be served by
mail. The Court has reviewed the Children’s Services Report filed January 13, 2023 which
recommends granting the Doyle Petition. The mother, father, and paternal grandmother have filed
objections to the Doyle Petition.

Bryant Petition: The mother has not been served. The father has consented to the petition and
waived notice. All other required parties have been served. This Petition has not been properly
noticed. The Court has reviewed the Court Investigator’s Report, filed April 28, 2023 which
recommends the Bryant Petition be granted. The temporary guardian has filed an objection to the
Bryant Petition.

The Court Investigator’s Report indicates Ms. Doyle may wish to dismiss her petition. An
appearance is necessary on today’s calendar to discuss the status of the temporary
guardianship and to confirm counsel.

GUARDIANSHIP OF KIMBERLY CHARLES
Case Number: 22PG-0031770
This matter is on calendar for further proceedings on a Petition for Appointment of Guardian of
the Person of minor Kimberly Charles and status of referral to Children and Family Services. The
Petition was filed by the minor’s paternal aunt, Catherine Wiley and non-relative Kane Seal. The
matter has been properly noticed with proof of service on file. The Temporary Guardianship’s
powers are set to expire today unless further extended. The Yurok Tribe has intervened.
Children’s Services’ Memorandum to the Court, received April 25, 2023, recommends the minor
remain in the care of the Temporary Guardians. An appearance is necessary on today’s calendar
to discuss the Petition.
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GUARDIANSHIP OF JORDAN GREEN
Case Number: 22PG-0031773
This matter is on calendar for further proceedings on the Petition for Appointment of Guardian of
the Person of minor, Jordan Green, and for confirmation of counsel. The Petition was filed by the
minor’s maternal grandmother, Virginia Amoroso. The child is or may be eligible for membership
in the Pit River Tribe. Letters of Temporary Guardianship issued on December 5, 2022 and are set
to expire today unless further extended.

The mother and father have been personally served. The paternal grandmother, paternal
grandfather, maternal grandfather, and siblings have been served by mail. Record of mailing the
Notice of Child Custody Proceeding for Indian Child to the Pit River Tribe, the Secretary of the
Interior, and the Sacramento Bureau of Indian Affairs, is on file. Gilda Payne, the Court Advocate
for the Pit River Tribe, filed a Declaration on November 28, 2022 indicating support for the
Petition. The Petition has been properly noticed. The Court has reviewed the Court Investigator’s
Report filed November 30, 2022, which recommends granting the Petition.

The mother has filed an objection to the Petition. Kristen Anderson has been appointed to
represent the minor. An appearance is necessary on today’s calendar to confirm counsel for
the minor, and to discuss the setting of a contested hearing.

GUARDIANSHIP OF LANDON GREEN
Case Number: CVPG21-0031098
This matter is on calendar for further proceedings on two Petitions for Appointment of Successor
Guardians of the Person of minor, Landon Green and for confirmation of counsel. The current
Guardian is Kristina Lawson. The first Petition was filed by non-relatives, Nicholas and Deann
Pepper. Letters of Temporary Guardianship issued to Nicholas and Deann Pepper on November
30, 2022. The Temporary Guardianship’s powers are set to expire today unless further extended.
The second Petition was filed by the minor’s maternal grandmother Brenda Neal and step-
grandfather Ralph Stump, Jr. Both petitions have been properly noticed with proof of service on
file. Children’s Services’ Investigative Report filed January 3, 2023 recommends granting the
Pepper Petition. The Court Investigator’s report filed February 21, 2023 recommends denying the
Neal/Stump petition. An appearance is necessary on today’s calendar to confirm conflict
counsel for the minor and to discuss setting a contested hearing.

GUARDIANSHIP OF MAVERICK HARRIS
Case Number: CVPG16-0028787
This matter is on calendar for status of Guardianship in Montana. No additional documentation
has been filed. An appearance is necessary on today’s calendar to provide the Court with a
status of the Montana proceeding.
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GUARDIANSHIP OF RYAT HARRIS
Case Number: CVPG20-0030707
This matter is on calendar for status of Guardianship in Montana. No additional documentation
has been filed. An appearance is necessary on today’s calendar to provide the Court with a
status of the Montana proceeding.

GUARDIANSHIP OF STEVEY HAYWARD
Case Number: CVPG21-0031154
This matter is on calendar for further proceedings to confirm filing of the First Account and Report
of the Guardian. The First Account and Report has been filed, however it has not been properly
noticed. The Notice of Hearing and Report must be served at least 15 days prior to the continued
hearing date. Additionally, no original bank statements have been lodged, as required by Local
Rule 15.11. Otherwise, the paperwork appears to be in order. The matter is continued to Monday,
June 26, 2023, at 2:30 p.m. in Department 7 for further proceedings on the Petition. Petitioner
is required to lodge the original account statements. Petitioner must also file and serve a new
Notice of Hearing, along with a copy of the Report, for the continued hearing date on all required
parties. No appearance is necessary on today’s calendar.

GUARDIANSHIP OF JACKSON AND THEO KINKADE
Case Number: CVPG20-0030528
This matter is on calendar for hearing on a Petition for Visitation filed by the minors’ father Adam
Kinkade. This matter has not been properly noticed. The guardian and wards must be served the
Notice of Hearing along with a copy of the Petition at least 15 days before the continued hearing
date. Proof of Service must be filed. This matter is continued to Monday, June 12, 2023 at 1:30
p.m. in Department 9 for further proceedings on the Petition. Petitioner must file and serve a
new Notice of Hearing along with a copy of the Petition for the continued hearing date. No
appearance is necessary on today’s calendar.

GUARDIANSHIP OF MADDOX LEBOEUF
Case Number: CVPG16-0028679
This matter is on calendar for hearing on a Petition for Termination of Guardianship filed by the
minor’s mother Stephanie Warren. Proof of service is on file for all required parties, except for the
minor. The Court Investigator’s Report, filed March 28, 2023, recommends granting the petition.
This matter is continued to Monday, June 12, 2023, at 1:30 p.m. in Department 9 for further
proceedings on the Petition. The minor must either be served a new Notice of Hearing for the
continued hearing date, or sign a consent to termination before the court can grant the Petition.
Notice is preserved. No appearance is necessary on today’s calendar.

GUARDIANSHIP OF ARIYA LEE
Case Number: 23PG-0031966
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This matter is on calendar for hearing on a Petition for Appointment of Guardian of the Person of
minor, Ariya Lee. The Petition was filed by the minor’s maternal grandparents Victoria and
Brenna O’Callaghan. Letters of Temporary Guardianship issued on April 12, 2023. The
Temporary Guardianship’s powers are set to expire today unless further extended.

The mother has nominated the proposed guardians. The father’s identity is unknown, therefore
the Court will dispense with notice to the unknown father, and unknown paternal grandparents.
The matter has been properly noticed. No objections have been raised. The paperwork appears to
be in order.

The Court has reviewed and considered the Court Investigator’s report filed April 26, 2023 and
disagrees with the recommendation to deny the Petition. The Court FINDS it would be detrimental
for the child to be with either parent or any parent objecting to the guardianship, the guardianship
is in the child’s best interest, and the guardianship is necessary and convenient. The proposed
guardians are suitable.

The Court GRANTS the Petition. Visitation shall be at the Guardian’s discretion. A proposed
Order Appointing Guardian has been lodged and will be executed by the Court. Annual Review
is set for Monday, May 20, 2024 at 1:30 p.m. in Department 9. No appearance is necessary
on today’s calendar.

GUARDIANSHIP OF ZAYDA NORMAN
Case Number: CVPG21-0031379
This matter is on calendar for further proceedings regarding status of guardianship in Washington.
At the prior hearing on February 6, 2023, the court terminated the guardianship because temporary
orders had issued in Washington. The temporary orders in Washington were set to expire on May
4, 2023. No updated information has been provided to the Court. An appearance is necessary
on today’s calendar to discuss the Washington Guardianship status. The Guardians may
appear by telephone. Warning: Failure to appear on today’s calendar may result in the
issuance of an Order to Show Cause re Monetary Sanctions.

GUARDIANSHIP OF ASPEN, RUKA, AND THEODORE ST.
JAMES
Case Number: CVPG21-0030875
This matter is on calendar for hearing on a Petition for Visitation filed by the minors’ mother
Courtney McCleskey. This matter has not been properly noticed. The guardian and wards must
be served the Notice of Hearing along with a copy of the Petition at least 15 days before the
continued hearing date. Proof of Service must be filed. This matter is continued to Monday, June
12, 2023 at 1:30 p.m. in Department 9 for further proceedings on the Petition. Petitioner must
file and serve a new Notice of Hearing along with a copy of the Petition for the continued hearing
date. No appearance is necessary on today’s calendar.

GUARDIANSHIP OF KARMA AND KEEGAN STITH
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Case Number: CVPG19-0030049
This matter is on calendar for hearing on a Petition for Visitation filed by the minors’ mother Seirra
Teem. This matter has not been properly noticed. The guardian, minors, and counsel for the
minors (the public defender) must be served the Notice of Hearing along with a copy of the Petition
at least 15 days before the continued hearing date. Proof of Service must be filed. This matter is
continued to Monday, June 12, 2023 at 1:30 p.m. in Department 9 for further proceedings on
the Petition. Petitioner must file and serve a new Notice of Hearing along with a copy of the
Petition for the continued hearing date. No appearance is necessary on today’s calendar.

GUARDIANSHIP OF LILLIAN, ELIETH, AND LEXIANI
TRESCA
Case Number: CVPG21-0031270
This matter is on calendar for further proceedings on a Petition for Visitation filed by the minors’
mother Jessica Humphries. The matter has not been properly noticed. This matter was continued
from April 17, 2023 to allow Petitioner time to properly notice the Petition. No proof of service
has been filed. Absent an appearance the Court intends to deny the Petition without prejudice
for failure to timely serve.

GUARDIANSHIP OF JARED AND CAYLEE WITHERSPOON
Case Number: CVPG19-0030122
This matter is on calendar for hearing on a Petition for Visitation filed by Jared and Caylee’s father
Michael Witherspoon. This matter has not been properly noticed. The guardian, minors, and
counsel for the minors (Kristen Anderson) must be served the Notice of Hearing along with a copy
of the Petition at least 15 days before the continued hearing date. Proof of Service must be filed.
This matter is continued to Monday, June 12, 2023 at 1:30 p.m. in Department 9 for further
proceedings on the Petition. Petitioner must file and serve a new Notice of Hearing along with a
copy of the Petition for the continued hearing date. No appearance is necessary on today’s
calendar.

GUARDIANSHIP OF LEILAH WRIGHT
Case Number: 23PG-0031967
This matter is on calendar for hearing on a Petition for Appointment of Guardian of the Person of
minor Leilah Wright. The Petition was filed by the minor’s biological mother Delilah Cari. Letters
of Temporary Guardianship issued on April 12, 2023. The Temporary Guardianship’s powers are
set to expire today unless further extended.

The mother and father (Odessa and Kenneth Wright), and the minor, have consented to the
appointment and waived notice. Proof of service is on file for the maternal and paternal
grandmothers. A declaration regarding service efforts on maternal grandfather has been filed, and
the Court will dispense with notice to him. The Court will also dispense with notice to the deceased
paternal grandfather. The matter has been properly noticed.
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The Court has reviewed the Court Investigator’s report, filed May 9, 2023, which recommends
denying the petition and referring the matter to Shasta County Children’s Services. The Court will
appoint the Public Defender to represent the minor and refer the matter to Children’s Services.
This matter is continued to Monday, June 5, 2023, at 1:30 p.m. in Department 9 for confirmation
of counsel; and to Monday, June 26, 2023, at 1:30 p.m. in Department 9 for further proceedings
on the Petition and status of Children’s Services referral. The Temporary Guardianship is
ORDERED to remain in effect until the continued hearing date. Notice is preserved. No
appearance is necessary on today’s calendar.


